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Background

In Everson 2002, a proposal was made to encode a unified Avestan and Pahlavi script in the
Unicode Standard. The proposal went through several iterations, eventually leading to a
separate encoding of Avestan as proposed by Everson and Pournader 2007a, in which
Pahlavi was considered non-unifiable with Avestan due to its cursive joining property. The
non-cursive Inscriptional Pahlavi (Everson and Pournader 2007b) and the cursive Psalter
Pahlavi (Everson and Pournader 2011) were later encoded too. But Book Pahlavi, despite
several attempts (see the Book Pahlavi Topical Document list at https://unicode.org/L2/
topical/bookpahlavi/), remains unencoded.
Everson 2002 is peculiar among earlier proposals by proposing six Pahlavi
archigraphemes, including an ear, an elbow, and a belly. I remember from conversations
with Michael Everson that he intended these to be used for cases when a scribe was just
copying some text without understanding the underlying letters, considering the
complexity of the script and the loss of some of its nuances to later scribes. They could also
be used when modern scholars wanted to represent a manuscript as written, without
needing to over-analyze potentially controversial readings.
Meyers 2014 takes such a graphical model to an extreme, trying to encode pieces of the
writing system, most of which have some correspondence to letters, but with occasional
partial letters (e.g. PARTIAL SHIN and FINAL SADHE-PARTIAL PE). Unfortunately, their
proposal rejects joining properties for Book Pahlavi and insists that “[t]he joining
behaviour of the final stems of the characters in Book Pahlavi is more similar to cursive
variants of Latin than to Arabic”. This is despite their discussion of “Joining side[s]” in their
Table 2.1 (p. 11). As such, the proposal was not acceptable, as it was clear to Unicode’s
experts that the script would benefit from Arabic-like joining properties.
Reading the latest Book Pahlavi proposal, Pandey 2018, especially its sections 5.1 as well as
the sections discussing proposed fixed-form characters, 6.2 and 6.4.2, and digging deeper
into the material presented about the nuances of the script by Nyberg 1964, Amoozgar and
Tafazzoli 1996, and Skjærvø 2008 led me to understanding that the same irregularities that
Pandey has tried to fix by introducing fixed form letters are a key part of the writing
system. The Book Pahlavi writing system is very graphical. Nyberg, for example, refers to
“[t]he intricate process by which the Iranian scribes transformed Aramaic forms into purely
graphic signs […]” (emphasis mine) when discussing heterograms (the quote is from
Nyberg et al 1988.
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Modern experts, when trying to reproduce Book Pahlavi manuscripts or discuss words,
appear to care about two aspects a lot: if a belly is formed, and if there is a curl. The first
distinction tends to make or break a word. Although there are some common patterns that
can be discovered about when a belly is formed and when it’s not (as described in Pandey
2018), there are irregularities and exceptions that tell me we should avoid over-analyzing
the script for discovering them.
The formation of a belly appears to be a spelling convention that has some rules, as well as
some exceptions. Instead of trying to hard-code those spelling conventions in a font or text
shaping system, we should come up with different characters for each element of writing.
Certain sequences of these elements may be common, and certain sequences may be rare
or non-existent, but allowing them would let the modern scholar have the ability to choose
the form they need, instead of their hand being forced by the font or restrictions of the
typesetting software.

Teeth and bellies
Let’s start with an example. The word gēhān <gyhʾnˈ> according to my four major sources,
as well as Pandey 2018, is written as follows:
Nyberg 1964
(with disambiguating dots,
sorted under gimel-dalethyodh)
MacKenzie 1986
(sorted under samekh)
Amoozgar and Tafazzoli 1996
(sorted under samekh)
Skjærvø 2008
Pandey 2018
(missing a final stroke)
If someone sees the form in, say, MacKenzie 1986 or Skjærvø 2008 out of context, they will
not know if the first two strokes are two gimel-daleth-yodhs, or a single samekh. MacKenzie
1986 and Amoozgar and Tafazzoli 1996 acknowledge this by even putting the word in their
word list under samekh. Further inside the word, it’s just teeth and bellies: somebody
familiar with the word would know that there are two letters here: the first straight tooth
and the first belly representing the first aleph-heth, and the final two straight teeth
representing another aleph-heth. But they could theoretically be anything else: for example,
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the belly and the two straight teeth after it may have represented shin. There’s basically no
way of knowing by looking at the spelling: one needs to check the transliterations provided
by experts.
For this specific word, what is clear from the shapes is that the number of teeth and the
existence of curls doesn’t change. What is unclear is if the right-most gimel has a belly or
not. It appears to form a belly in Nyberg and MacKenzie, although not in Amoozgar and
Tafazzoli. In fact, Amoozgar and Tafazzoli may be listing a slightly different spelling.
The issue may be further glanced from the letter pair charts in Nyberg 1964 (p. 133), as
well as Amoozgar and Tafazzoli 1996 (p. 56). Here’s what they list for a sequence of two
gimel-daleth-yodhs:

Nyberg

Amoozgar and Tafazzoli

I read this to mean the first letter may form a belly or not, and may lose its curly head, but
probably not both (which would make the combination look too much like the beginning of
shin). I assume the second letter’s shape is not set in stone and may still get affected by the
letter or letters that come after it. But all this does not appear to be completely arbitrary.
We probably can’t replace one of the three forms for another and have the same word.
Another way to look at this is that there is absolutely no way to distinguish an aleph-het or
a samekh from a sequence of two gimel-daleth-yodhs without knowing the word. This may
have been fine if any of these confusable cases were rare. But they are some of the most
common letters and sequences in Book Pahlavi!
There are some patterns in the orthography, of course. For example, a careful analysis of
word lists appears to indicate that two curl-less bellies cannot immediately follow each
other. But looking deeper, it appears that manuscripts indeed contain them. Here are two
examples from Skjærvø 2008, p. 9:

From these and several other examples I have concluded that the best model for encoding
Book Pahlavi may be closer to Meyers 2014 than we had expected. It should be noted that
neither Meyers’s nor Pandey’s model are able to represent the two Skjærvø examples
above. But a simpler teeth and bellies model would.
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The fundamental elements of the model I propose are four basic characters, which Everson
2002 called archigraphemes (these names are not formal character names, those can be
decided later):

Tooth
- g/d/y
- 1st or 2nd half
of a/h
- 2nd or 3rd thirds
of š
- 2nd half of bellied
form of s

Curled Tooth
Belly
- g/d/y
- bellied form of g/d/y
- 1st or 2nd half of
- 2nd half of bellied
non-bellied form of s form of a/h
- 1st third of š in
Iranian MSS
- the tooth and belly
before final p

Curled Belly
- bellied form of g/d/y
- 1st half of bellied
form of s
- 1st third of š in
Indian MSS

All the characters would be dual-joining. Teeth appear in all positional forms, while bellies
tend to appear only in initial and medial forms: they always tend to be followed by another
character. The ezafe sign would be represented by the isolated form of <tooth>, whose
stem would be elongated a little in final and isolated forms.
Here’s how the letters made of teeth and bellies are represented in this model:
• gimel-daleth-yeh: <tooth>, <curled tooth>, <belly>, or <curled belly>
• aleph-heth: <tooth, tooth> or <tooth, belly>
• samekh: <curled tooth, curled tooth>, <curled tooth, curled belly>, <curled belly,
tooth>, or <curled belly, curled belly>
• shin: <belly, tooth, tooth> in Iranian manuscripts, <curled belly, tooth, tooth> in
Indian manuscripts
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Here’s a proposed encoding for the four slightly different spellings of gēhān. Note that this
level of distinction may be unnecessary or undesired for this specific word, but it comes in
handy for other words:
Nyberg 1964

curled belly, two dots above, curled
belly, two dots below, tooth, belly,
tooth, tooth, w/n/r, w/n/r

MacKenzie 1986

curled belly, curled belly, tooth, belly,
tooth, tooth, w/n/r, w/n/r

Amoozgar and Tafazzoli
1996

curled tooth, curled belly, tooth,
belly, tooth, tooth, w/n/r, w/n/r

Skjærvø 2008

curled belly, curled belly, tooth, belly,
tooth, tooth, w/n/r, w/n/r

Similarly, the example given in Pandey 2018, pp. 8–9,
<šʾhʾn> šāhān, would be
represented as <belly, tooth, belly, tooth, belly, tooth, belly, tooth, tooth, waw-nun-ayinresh> with no need to analyze its letters.
Note that the experts’ conceptualizations don’t necessarily completely agree with each
other or use all our characters. For example, in all of Skjærvø 2008’s typeset Book Pahlavi
examples there doesn’t seem to be any curled tooth. This may be a limitation of his font,
since in some of the examples included from manuscripts, such a distinction appears to
exist (or it may be the case that Skjærvø doesn’t believe the distinction is important):

In the above text, from Bundahišn (Skjærvø 2008, p. 152), the blue ovals indicate two
normal teeth, while the red oval indicates a curled tooth.
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On the contrary, Nyberg 1964 clearly has a distinction between curled and straight teeth in
his conceptualization. For example, here’s the word <LYLYʾ-1> from its page 1:

The character sequence representing the above word in our proposed model would be
<lamedh, curled tooth, lamedh, curled belly, tooth, tooth, beth/1>. For the sake of
comparison, here is the same word (minus the <-beth/1> suffix) in the other three sources:
MacKenzie 1986

lamedh, tooth, lamedh,
belly/curled belly?, tooth, tooth

Amoozgar and Tafazzoli 1996

lamedh, curled tooth, lamedh,
curled belly, tooth, tooth

Skjærvø 2008

lamedh, tooth, lamedh,
curled belly, tooth, tooth

In MacKenzie 1986 and Amoozgar and Tafazzoli 1996 it’s sometimes the line between
curled tooth and curled belly that is not very clear. Considering that both these sources are
handwritten, I would except that a choice would have been made every time if they were
committing it to type.
As a side note, certain nuances of the writing system may also become representable if we
choose this model. For example, a three-way distinction of the various shapes of the pair
<gimel-daleth-yeh, kaph>, as seen in Nyberg 1964 (p. 132) and Amoozgar and Tafazzoli
1996 (p. 55) can be represented as follows:
<curled tooth, kaph>
<tooth, kaph>
<belly, kaph>
It should be noted that the experts already make similar choices to our model in collating
Book Pahlavi words, as they are forced to by the nature of the script. For example, here is
what Nyberg 1964 says at the beginning of its word list (Amoozgar and Tafazzoli 1996
contains a structurally similar introduction to their word list):
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The teeth and bellies take care of aleph-het, gimel-daleth-yodh, samekh, and shin. Most other
letters are straight-forward and can mostly follow the model of Pournader 2013 and
Pandey 2018, except for pe and sadhe which share a final form.
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Pe and sadhe
To represent pe and sadhe, we can:
1. Limit sadhe to a non-joining form, only to be used when not joining to the previous
letter.
2. Make pe right joining with no extra teeth in its final form. These would be the final
and isolated forms of pe:
isolated
final

When there is an extra tooth or belly before a final pe, an explicit tooth or belly character
would be used to represent the sequence. But in words where pe is used disconnected from
its previous letter, no tooth or belly character would be used. The sequence <belly, pe>
where the belly would be in initial positional form, should be avoided.
This is not the only model imaginable for pe and sadhe. I can imagine two other models, for
a total of three:
A) The model presented above, with pe right-joining and sadhe non-joining. This has
the problem of <initial belly, final pe> being indistinguishable from <isolated pe>.
B) Keeping pe right-joining and sadhe non-joining, but defining no isolated form for pe,
requiring <belly, pe> to be used for an isolated pe. This is somehow similar to what
Meyers 2014 proposes. This has the problem of pe becoming a final-only character,
as well as a counter-intuitive requirement for entering isolated pe. But it avoids
different ways to represent some words.
C) Making both pe and sadhe right-joining, with final pe having an extra tooth/belly
compared to the final sadhe. This is close to the perception of users of the writing
system. In this model, when there is no extra tooth/belly, sadhe would be used in the
spelling, even if the letter pe is pronounced. This has the problem of <belly, final
sadhe> being indistinguishable from <final pe>.
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Here is an excerpt from the letter pair table in Amoozgar and Tafazzoli 1996 with proposed
character sequences per models A and B above:
sadhe
pe
sadhe

pe (model A)
belly, pe (model B)

tooth, belly, pe

tooth, tooth, belly, pe
tooth, belly, pe

curled belly, pe

curled tooth, belly, pe
curled belly, pe

zayin, pe

zayin, belly, pe
zayin, pe

lamedh, pe

lamedh, belly, pe
lamedh, pe

mem-qoph, pe

mem-qoph, belly, pe

curled tooth, curled belly, pe

curled tooth, curled tooth, belly, pe
curled belly, curled belly, pe

belly, tooth, belly, pe

belly, tooth, tooth, belly, pe
belly, tooth, belly, pe
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Here’s the same table from Nyberg 1964 per models A and B above, with slightly different
spellings (italicized):
sadhe

pe

sadhe

pe (model A)
tooth, pe (model B)

tooth, belly, pe

tooth, tooth, belly, pe
tooth, belly, pe

curled belly, pe

curled tooth, belly, pe
curled belly, pe

zayin, pe

zayin, belly, pe
zayin, pe

lamedh, pe

lamedh, belly, pe
lamedh, pe

mem-qoph, pe

mem-qoph, belly, pe

curled tooth, curled tooth, pe

curled tooth, curled tooth, tooth, pe
curled tooth, curled tooth, pe

belly, tooth, belly, pe

belly, tooth, tooth, belly, pe
belly, tooth, belly, pe

The examples from Skjærvø 2008 can now be represented too:

The left one is <tooth, belly, belly, pe> (model A or B), while the right one is <tooth, belly,
belly, tooth, tooth>.
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Other letters
1. All sources agree that the final stroke is indistinguishable from waw-nun-ayin-resh.
They should be unified as one character.
2. All sources appear to agree that the letter he , only used in heterograms, is
indistinguishable from the sequence <mem-qoph, waw-nun-ayin-resh>. That
sequence should be used to represent he. Its “graphical side-form”, as explained
below (Nyberg 1964, p. 130), should be represented as <mem-qoph, mem-qoph,
waw-nun-ayin-resh>:

3. The hooked lamedh and the old lamedh , as proposed by Pandey 2018, both
appear to be used only in heterograms. They probably are glyph alternatives. But for
the sake of more accurate representation of Book Pahlavi texts and helping the
scholarly community, they should both be encoded. (Pandey 2018, p. 26, claims that
“they occur concurrently”. It would be great to see evidence of that, which would
provide further justification for encoding both). Here are two examples where they
appear on the same page in Skjærvø 2008 (p. 128) and Nyberg 1964 (p. 131):

4. As we are approaching a more graphetical encoding model, we should probably
encode a separate looped lamedh to represent [l] in Indian manuscripts too.
5. Nyberg 1964 p. 135, talks about a hooked mem-qoph. It should be encoded. We need
to find out if the form only appears at end of words or can be used medially:
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6. It appears that the ligature x2, typically used at the end of words, can connect to a
letter after it. So, depending on if it can connect to its previous letter or not, the
character should be encoded as either dual-joining or left-joining. Here’s the
example from Nyberg 1964, p. 136:

It should also be noted that the character can take a combining hat above, as seen in
Skjærvø 2008, p. 103:

7. Nyberg 1964, p. 134, says that kaph can occasionally join the following letter:

This needs to be investigated more and compared with manuscripts and other
sources. We need to understand if the mid-word kaph in the suffix -īkān is just a
curled belly or it is indeed a graphical kaph. If it’s the latter, we would need to make
kaph dual-joining instead of right-joining.
8. Nyberg 1964, p. 131, talks about an old form of nun:

Skjærvø 2008, p. 104 seems to confirm this:

A similar shape also appears in the Pahlavi alphabets listed at the end of two
manuscripts of Frahang i Pahlavīk, appearing to correspond to Avestan ń (U+10B26
AVESTAN LETTER NYE). Here are the images from Nyberg et al 1988:
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This archaic nun, as well as other shapes mentioned in Skjærvø 2008, need to be
investigated further, to see if additional characters need to be encoded.
9. On the other end of the spectrum are some forms found in the Pahlavi papyri. As
there is very limited analysis of the Pahlavi papyri available to me, I can’t make a
conclusion either way if the script of the Pahlavi papyri should be unified with Book
Pahlavi or not. If they are to be unified, we need to make decisions about certain
form only found in the papyri, as mentioned by Nyberg 1964, p. 133:

Numbers
Book Pahlavi numbers have become unified with letters and are indeed sometimes
indistinguishable from them. They have joining properties, and appear to be made of the
same elements of writing:
• The number one, which looks identical to the letter beth and is also used at the end
of words to represent the suffix -ē, should be represented by the letter beth.
• The numbers 2-9 should be represented by a sequence of teeth and <beth>s.
• The number 10 looks like the letter kaph as well as the old daleth (old daleth
appears to be a better candidate). We need to investigate which one is the best
candidate to unify it with. Note that the number 10 occasionally connects to the
following character too, so the character used for it should be made left-joining or
dual-joining. A combing hat above seems to be frequently used with the number.
• The number 20 should be represented by the letter lamedh.
• The number 40, 60, and 80 should be represented by a sequence of teeth and bellies.
• The numbers 30, 50, 70, and 90 should be represented by 20, 40, 60, or 80 followed
by 10.
• The number 100 should be represented by <tooth/curly tooth, lamedh, zayin> or
<lamedh, zayin> when the tooth is missing.
• The number 200, depending on the spelling, should be represented by <tooth, beth,
lamedh, zayin> or <tooth, tooth, lamedh, zayin>
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• The number 1000 should be represented by <lamedh, old kaph>.
Following is a list of numbers from Nyberg 1964, p. 173. Other sources contain a similar list
of numbers, but are not as exhaustive as Nyberg:
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Rare combining marks
Five combining dot patterns in Book Pahlavi are well known and were proposed in Everson
2002 and Pournader 2013. Meyers 2014 brought our attention to three more combining
marks we had previously missed. They are repeated in Pandey 2018 with some differences
but no attestation. They appear to be used in an 1842 CE manuscript called MU 29 (see
Jamasp Asa and Nawabi 1976 for a reproduction and Mazdapour 1999 and König 2008 for
translation and analysis).
König 2008, which doesn’t appear to be a complete translation, acknowledges in pp. 127–
130 a combining dot above, used over nun, pe, heth, daleth, and samekh, as well as other
combining marks used with other letters, but not a caron/hat below or three dots below.
Zeini 2020 confirms the three-dots-below mark, which can be seen here used under pe or
sadhe to represent or emphasize p or č sounds, similar to the Perso-Arabic script use of
three dots below for  پand چ:
Mazdapour 1999
p. 124, footnote 11

p. 34, line -1

Jamasp Asa and Nawabi 1976
p. 11, line 5
p. 5, line 2
I believe this is enough evidence for encoding a combining dot above and a combining three
dots below, and the MU 29 manuscript and its scholarly analysis justify encoding two
characters to represent its orthography. Note that Joneidi 1981, in his Book Pahlavi-based
writing system, which has found some amateur fan following, also uses a combining dot
above. Some of his letters even coincide with the MU 29 orthography:
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As for Meyers 2014’s caron-below and Pandey 2018’s hat-below, I agree with Zeini 2020’s
analysis that at least as far as MU 29 goes, it’s just a quick way to write two dots below.
Mazdapour 1999, pp. 34–35 discusses all the diacritics in MU 29. There, when discussing
the shape, she talks about “a small crescent-shaped line” ( )خط هاللی کوچکیthat can go
above or below letters. But almost every time it’s mentioned, it is mentioned as an
alternative to two dots. Here it is on page 34:

And once again on page 35:

Here are some of the Pahlavi words mentioned by Mazdapour 1999 from the manuscript
itself (Jamasp Asa and Nawabi 1976) where the “crescent” form is used (note the difference
in size and sharpness with the combining-hat-above, circled in blue, and that the crescent
looks very much like the bottom two dots in the three-dots-above mark used over shin,
circled in green, as well as the top two dots in the three-dots-below mark shown in the
manuscript samples in previous page):

p. 8, line 5

p. 8, line 6

p. 8, line 14

p. 53, line 15
16

p. 90, line 16

p. 90, line 17

And here are some examples of the “crescent” form appearing under some letters:

p. 2, line 12

p. 55, line 8

It is clear from the comparison with three-dots-above, three-dots-below, and hat-above, as
well as analysis by Mazdapour 1999, König 2008, and Zeini 2020, that contrary to Meyers
2014 and Pandey 2018, this is not a hat-like character, but a simple quick way to write two
dots, either above or below a letter. And from Mazdapour 1999’s analysis, it is clear that
they are indeed orthographically identical. Encoding the crescent-like character(s) would
only be useful in representing the typeset text of Mazdapour’s book (such niche
applications may use U+0306 COMBINING BREVE and U+032E COMBINING BREVE
BELOW). Digitization efforts of MU 29 would be better served by using the two-dots-above
and two-dots-below characters.
Altogether, based on the evidence I’ve seen, I recommend seven combining marks for Book
Pahlavi. A hat above, single-dot above and below, two-dots above and below, and threedots above and below. These are the five common combining marks proposed in Pournader
2013 that are mentioned in every Book Pahlavi reference, plus dot-above and three-dotsbelow used by MU 29 (and Joneidi).
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